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WE DESIGN YOUR
CAMPAIGN

After research, your
campaign manager will
schedule an onboarding call
to review the campaign and
answer questions. Once you
approve the order, we begin
working!
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START
CAMPAIGN
PRODUCTION
We get it, tracking SEO
results takes time and
patience. That’s why we
also give you access to our
campaign report to check
your current keyword
rankings and progression.
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REPORTING

We’ll investigate your site,
your competition, and
determine the best strategy
for you. We’ll take a look at
easy-win keywords and find
the gaps in your content.
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ONBOARDING
CALL

Once approved, the
fulfillment process
typically takes 30 days to
be completed. If you would
like to be hands-off, we
can auto-approve your
orders ten days after
submission.

04
TRACK RESULTS

Each month you’ll
receive reports of
everything we’ve done,
100% transparent

Career Coaching Doubles Down
On SEO & Grows Revenue 45%
Campaign Length: 28+ Months
Monthly Budget: $2200
Ranking Keywords: 2.500
Daily Vistors: 2,000
Revenue Growth 45%

Step 1: SEO Audit
The first thing we do with every client is an extensive SEO
audit. We needed to know what wasn’t working for the client
and what needed to be changed to ramp up their traffic.
We found their organic traffic was only about 150 visitors per
month so we knew there was an opportunity there.
Important metrics that affect rankings are keywords and
backlinks. The coaching company was ranking for about 475
keywords when they first started working with us, and they
had 75 backlinks.
It was clear that in order to get more traffic—and more clients
—we needed to get them ranking for more high-performing
keywords and grow their backlinks.
Ranking for all of the keywords you want takes time. In fact,
most SEO strategies take three or more months of work
before you start seeing any results.
But luckily we can speed up that process by finding “easy
win” keywords.
What are these exactly? They’re relevant keywords ranking in
positions No. 4-30.
These “easy win” keywords are ones that Google already
likes, just doesn’t love yet. By showing these keywords some
immediate TLC, we can get Google to love them and get
them onto page 1 of the SERPs.
We found that our new client had some high intent keywords
sitting right there like “best resume writing services 2021,”
“coach for an interview,” and “interview prep service,” so that’s
where we started!
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Step 2: Competitive Gap Analysis
This step is important because you should always know what
the competition is doing.
What keywords are they ranking for?
How do they structure their website?
Do they have any high-traffic blog posts?
What backlinks are they getting?
By looking at your competition, you can see what you’re
missing, and also what you could be doing better than them.
Our client had 41 competitor domains. We tried to analyze
competitors that were as similar to them as possible, which
was only a fraction of the 41 domains we mentioned.
Then we looked at what keywords they ranked for. One
similar competitor, for example, ranked for 1,251 keywords
that our client didn’t rank for!
These keywords immediately got added to the list of target
keywords.

Step 3: The SEO Execution
Once the research and competitive analysis were done, our
team started executing.
As we mentioned in the beginning, Our coaching client
enrolled in our Monthly Inbound Marketing Program. It’s our
best-selling managed SEO service where clients have access
to all of our products Inbound Marketing options
This program gives you a campaign manager that puts
together a custom SEO strategy that’s tailor-made for each
client.
For our client's campaign, we first focused on building
foundational links and cleaning up local directories for the
first six months.
Once a strong, consistent foundation was built, we pivoted to
focusing more on content creation and link building.
Our blogging services were used for posting new content on
our client's site that incorporated high-performing keywords.
Our team identified that “resume writing services,”
“professional writing services,” and “career coaching” we’re
some of the key phrases to go after.
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Step 3: The SEO Execution continued
Blogging was key in landing our client more backlinks. Our
team of writers created high-quality guest posts and we
leveraged our relationships with publishers to get them
posted with a backlink. This was the key to landing more
Domain Authority.
Our team wrote guest posts like “5 Must-Know Virtual Job
Interview Tips” on Happy Tech News, “Top 3 Resume Tips to
Get You Your Dream Job” on WikiFeedz, and “5 Ways to Make
Your Job Hunt a Little Easier” on Buzztum.
The topics are educational and informative but also relate
directly to our coach's industry, allowing for a very natural
backlink to their website. Most of these guest posts were a
mix of domain authority 20-50 so we went with some of
their high-value keywords.
We also double-dipped on their high-performing blog posts
through the Syndication add-on option, a product that
distributes existing content to 300+ high authority domains.
A syndicated blog about “How To Get Help Repaying Student
Loans From The Federal Government” earned new backlinks
from local FOX and CBS news affiliates across the country,
the International Business Times, SFGate, and it was even
published by radio stations.
By getting backlinks from sites with a higher domain authority
through guest posts and syndications, we were able to
rapidly grow their organic traffic.
Our coaching client also worked with us to produce
spokesperson videos for their site.
Video is the most popular form of content and helps visitors
engage with your company.

Results
Our client went from 150 visits per month in 2019 to over
2,000 today! At the peak of working with us, their traffic
jumped to over 3,000 per month.
We also saw huge jumps in their keywords, going from 500 to
2,500
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The Takeaway
Are you coaching or own a therapist practice and are looking
to boost your SEO and grow your business?
The start of a new quarter is the perfect time to implement a
new SEO or PPC strategy.
The Easy As Pie Design provides a suite of products to help
you with everything from blogging to managing local SEO.
Our clients also have the option of enrolling in our managed
SEO service. This is like putting your digital marketing on
autopilot while getting regular performance reports from your
dedicated campaign manager.
You can be as hands-on or hands-off as you wish, but we can
still get you results.
Simply book a call with us if you’re interested in learning
more about the SEO products we offer.
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